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During the pandemic, we all got used to carving out makeshift spaces at home for work, school, virtual happy
hours and more. Now, designs and features that allow some separation and privacy are in high demand for the
year ahead, with “pocket” spaces growing in popularity and floor plans shifting to be a little less open and a bit

more defined.  

Buyers are prioritizing private spaces in a home more than

ever, be it a work-from-home area or a quiet spot to

unwind. “People are prioritizing niches within a room for

‘me time’ – whether that means reading a book or scrolling

through Instagram – even if someone else is watching TV

nearby,” said Tripti Kasal,  senior vice president of

residential sales at  Baird & Warner ,  I l l inois’  largest family-

owned independent real estate company. "We’ll  also see

more separate but connected areas outside the home as

people create different zones through rug and furniture

placement, f ire pits and heat lamps.” 

This new model unit at Triangle Square Condominiums ,
located in Chicago’s emerging East Bucktown
neighborhood, showcases one of the building’s most in-
demand features for 2022: a “pocket of privacy.”
Sharing only two interior walls,  nestled away from the
other bedrooms and borrowing natural l ight from the
kitchen through a partial wall ,  the space can take on a
variety of uses, from a home office or exercise studio to
a library or craft room. Offering convenient access to
both the city center and suburbs, the 72-unit
condominium development from Belgravia Group  has
drawn buyers who have transitioned to hybrid work and
are looking for smart floor plans designed to meet
multiple needs. 

VIEW ADDITIONAL PHOTOS HERE
TO SCHEDULE INTERVIEWS WITH THESE EXPERT SOURCES, PLEASE CONTACT
KIM MANNING AT KMANNING@TAYLORJOHNSON.COM. 

https://www.bairdwarner.com/
https://trianglesquarechicago.com/building/
https://belgraviagroup.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3mrgew3kz4rfh8h/AACQ4MSYrxP6cmdyA0ns3Fqpa?dl=0
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With the need for personal space and privacy
increasing during the pandemic, Mary Cook Associates
is designing mini-rooms dedicated to specific activities
– such as a music loft set apart from the rest of the
home – and incorporating elements l ike barn doors
that can compartmentalize spaces when needed.
“Open floor plans stil l  feel great and work well for
family time and entertaining, but now we’ve learned
how important pocket spaces can be, whether they’re
used for remote work or learning, or for other activities
like exercising and crafting,” said Mary Cook, the
commercial interior design firm’s founder and
president. 

Morgante Wilson Architects  says pocket spaces can take many
forms, from a bar alcove, to a reading nook with window seats,
to a small office area set off from the main living space. “As
their l ifestyles shift and they now have more members of the
household home at the same time, many of our clients now
want a space on the first floor where they can close a door to
unplug,” said Elissa Morgante, co-founding partner of the
Evanston, I l l .-based architecture and interior design firm.
“Sliding pocket doors, barn doors and embrasure doors, which
look like paneling when they are closed, give homeowners the
flexibility to close off part of a l iving space, or open it up when
they want a more open flow.” 

While an open-concept design is stil l  predominant in most
new-construction homes, the pandemic also brought to l ight
the need for separation and privacy, according to Denise
Benach, director of interior design for Chicago-based
homebuilder Lexington Homes .  “Buyers enjoy the expansive
feel of combined kitchen/living/dining areas during certain
times of the day, but there also is a trend toward creating
more distinct, dedicated spaces within the open areas –
essentially rooms within rooms,” she said. In 2022, Benach
anticipates more single-family homes and townhomes will
incorporate solutions such as glass doors and other room
dividers, as well as layouts that provide better sound control
when multiple family members are on calls or watching
different programs simultaneously. 
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